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YOU‘VE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE! We have designed this product to operate reliably over many years. LD Systems stands for this with its name and many years of experience as a manufacturer of high-quality audio products. Please read this User‘s Manual carefully, so that you can begin making optimum use of your LD Systems product quickly. You can find more information about LD-SYSTEMS at our Internet site WWW.LD-SYSTEMS.COM
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1. Please read these instructions carefully. 2. Keep all information and instructions in a safe place. 3. Follow the instructions. 4. Observe all safety warnings. Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment. 5. Use the equipment only in the intended manner and for the intended purpose. 6. Use only sufficiently stable and compatible stands and/or mounts (for fixed installations). Make certain that wall mounts are properly installed and secured. Make certain that the equipment is installed securely and cannot fall down. 7. During installation, observ e the applicable safety regulations for your country. 8. Never install and operate the equipment near radiators, heat registers, ovens or other sources of heat. Make certain that the equipment is always installed so that is cooled sufficiently and cannot overheat. 9. Never place sources of ignition, e.g., burning candles, on the equipment. 10. Ventilation slits must not be blocked. 11. Keep a minimum distance of 20 cm around and above the device. 12. Do not use this equipment in the immediate vicinity of water (does not apply to special outdoor equipment - in this case, observe the special instructions noted below. Do not expose this equipment to flammable materials, fluids or gases. Avoid direct sunlight! 13. Make certain that dripping or splashed water cannot enter the equipment. Do not place containers filled with liquids, such as vases or drinking vessels, on the equipment. 14. Make certain that objects cannot fall into the device. 15. Use this equipment only with the accessories recommended and intended by the manufacturer. 16. Do not open or modify this equipment. 17. After connecting the equipment, check all cables in order to prevent damage or accidents, e.g., due to tripping hazards. 18. During transport, make certain that the equipment cannot fall down and possibly cause property damage and personal injuries. 19. If your equipment is no longer functioning properly, if fluids or objects have gotten inside the equipment or if it has been damaged in anot her way, switch it off immediately and unplug it from the mains outlet (if it is a powered device). This equipment may only be repaired by authorized, qualified personnel. 20. Clean the equipment using a dry cloth. 21. Comply with all applicable disposal laws in your country. During disposal of packaging, please separate plastic and paper/cardboard. 22. Plastic bags must be kept out of reach of children. 23. Please note that changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user´s authority to operate the equipment.
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FOR EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS TO THE POWER MAINS 24. CAUTION: If the power cord of the device is equipped with an earthing contact, then it must be connected to an outlet with a protective ground. Never deactivate the protective ground of a power cord. 25. If the equipment has been exposed to strong fluctuations in temperature (for example, after transport), do not switch it on immediately. Moisture and condensation could damage the equipment. Do not switch on the equipment until it has reached room temperature. 26. Before connecting the equipment to the power outlet, first verify that the mains voltage and frequency match the values specified on the equipment. If the equipment has a voltage selection switch, connect the equipment to the power outlet only if the equipment values and the mains power values match. If the included power cord or power adapter does not fit in your wall outlet, contact your electrician. 27. Do not step on the power cord. Make certain that the power cable does not become kinked, especially at the mains outlet and/or power adapter and the equipment connector. 28. When connecting the equipment, make certain that the power cord or power adapter is always freely accessible. Always disconnect the equipment from the power supply if the equipment is not in use or if you want to clean the equipment. Always unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet at the plug or adapter and not by pulling on the cord. Never touch the power cord and power adapter with wet hands. 29. Whenever possible, avoid switching the equipment on and off in quick succession because otherwise this can shorten the useful life of the equipment. 30. IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Replace fuses only with fuses of the same type and rating. If a fuse blows repeatedly, please contact an authorised service centre. 31. To disconnect the equipment from the power mains completely, unplug the power cord or power adapter from the power outlet. 32. If your device is equipped with a Volex power connector, the mating Volex equipment connector must be unlocked before it can be removed. However, this also means that the equipment can slide and fall down if the power cable is pulled, which can lead to personal injuries and/or other damage. For this reason, always be careful when laying cables. 33. Unplug the power cord and power adapter from the power outlet if there is a risk of a lightning strike or before extended periods of disuse.
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CAUTION: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back). There are no user serviceable parts inside. Maintenance and repairs should be exclusively carried out by qualified service personnel. The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangerous uninsulated voltage inside the unit, which may cause an electrical shock. The warning triangle with exclamation mark indicates important operating and maintenance instructions.
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The housing surface of the spotlight can heat up to temperatures as high as 70 °C in regular use. Ensure that it is not possible to come into contact with the housing unintentionally. Always allow sufficient time for the lamp to cool down before dismantling, carrying out maintenance work or charging etc. Warning! This device is designed for use below 2000 metres in altitude.
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CAUTION! HIGH VOLUMES IN AUDIO PRODUCTS! This device is meant for professional use. Therefore, commercial use of this equipment is subject to the respectively applicable national accident prevention rules and regulations. As a manufacturer, Adam Hall is obligated to notify you formally about the existence of potential health risks. Hearing damage due to high volume and prolonged exposure: When in use, this product is capable of producing high sound-pressure levels (SPL) that can lead to irreversible hearing damage in performers, employees, and audience members. For this reason, avoid prolonged exposure to volumes in excess of 90 dB.
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NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: - Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. - Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. - Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. - Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
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INTRODUCTION The compact and lightweight MIX 10 A G3 (active) and MIX 10 G3 (passive) speakers each feature a 10" woofer and a 1" tweeter with a frequency response from 65 Hz to 20 kHz and a dispersion angle of 80° x 70°. In combination they are perfect for small PA and monitor applications. The integrated mixer on the MIX 10 A G3 provides two stereo line and 3 microphone channels with 2-band EQ, a switchable Hi-Z input, a monitor and a subwoofer line output, a speaker output with separate power amplifier, phantom power, 24-bit digital effects and a Bluetooth® unit.
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CONNECTIONS, OPERATING AND DISPLAY ELEMENTS MIX 10 A G3 17 14
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1 MIC INPUT CH1–CH3
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Balanced microphone input (XLR/6.3 mm jack combo). The use of an unbalanced microphone cable (mono jack) is also possible. Switchable 48 V phantom power (switch no 2). 2 PHANTOM ON/OFF CH1–3 Switchable 48 V phantom power for the microphone inputs (XLR) of channels 1 to 3 (CH1–CH3) for the use of condenser microphones without independent power supply. Phantom power is on in the ON position and off in the OFF position. Ensure that the microphone channel volume is set to minimum and that a microphone has been connected before switching on phantom power, and ensure that phantom power has been switched off before disconnecting the microphone. 3 HI-Z CH1
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This button switches the jack input of channel 1’s combo jack (CH1) to high impedance (push down to activate). Channel 1 can now be used as an instrument channel, e.g. for an electro-acoustic guitar. 4 10 dB CH1–CH3 Button to boost the signal level of the corresponding channel by 10 dB (push down to activate). 5 DFX CH1–CH3 Effect send control for channels 1 to 3 (CH1–CH3). The signal from the corresponding channel is sent to the internal effects processor (DSP) after the volume control (post-fader) at a level corresponding to the setting of the effect send control. It is important to ensure that the internal input of the effects processor is not overloaded (check PEAK LED). 6 HIGH CH1–CH3 High-frequency equalizer (12 kHz) for input channels 1–3 (CH1–CH3). Turn anti-clockwise to reduce treble and clockwise to increase treble. The equalizer is inactive in the centre detent position.
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7 LOW CH1–CH3
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Low-frequency equalizer (80 Hz) for input channels 1–3 (CH1–CH3). Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase bass frequencies. The equalizer is inactive in the centre detent position. 8 LEVEL CH1–CH3 Volume control for channels 1–3 (CH1–CH3). Turn anti-clockwise to reduce volume and clockwise to increase volume. 9 LINE INPUT CH4/5
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Balanced line-inputs with XLR/TRS combo jacks to connect a playback device (such as a keyboard or MP3 player). 10 LEVEL CH4/5 Volume control for the stereo channel 4/5 (CH4/5). Turn anti-clockwise to reduce volume and clockwise to increase volume. 11 LINE INPUT Stereo line input with 3.5 mm jack socket for an MP3 player or other playback device. The LINE INPUT and Bluetooth® interfaces can both be used simultaneously. Adjust the volume balance on the playback devices.
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12 LEVEL LINE INPUT/BLUETOOTH® Volume control for the line input and the Bluetooth unit. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase volume. 13 BLUETOOTH®/HOLD TO LINK
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The mixer of the MIX 10 A G3 speaker is equipped with Bluetooth technology, which means that audio files from another Bluetooth playback device (e.g. Smartphone, tablet) can be played back on the MIX 10 A G3 speaker (maximum distance between the two devices is approx. 10 metres). If no Bluetooth playback device is connected to the internal Bluetooth unit, the blue Bluetooth LED flashes every 5 seconds. During pairing, the LED flashes rhythmically at a frequency of approximately 3 Hz. If the Bluetooth LED lights up permanently, there is a Bluetooth connection and playback can be started. The volume is controlled via the volume control LINE INPUT/Bluetooth® (No 12), or on the playback device. To pair and connect the internal Bluetooth unit with a Bluetooth playback device, press and hold the HOLD TO LINK button for approximately 3 seconds until the Bluetooth LED flashes rhythmically (approx. 3 Hz). Enable Bluetooth on your playback device and search on the user interface for available devices. Select “LD MIX10AG3” and pair your Bluetooth playback device with the Bluetooth unit. Playback can now be started. To end the connection, press and hold the HOLD TO LINK button again for about 3 seconds. If Bluetooth® is deactivated in the paired device (e.g. Smartphone, tablet), after a short time, the Bluetooth LED will begin to flash every 5 seconds. If the maximum range between the paired device and Bluetooth unit is exceeded (approximately 10 m), the Bluetooth LED will flash at a frequency of about 3 Hz.
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14 PRESETS Rotary control to select one of the 16 internal digital effects. All effects are listed to the right of the operating elements for the effects processor (DSP 24-bit digital effects). 15 DFX RET By using the effects return control, the effects signal can be mixed with the summed signal (MAIN signal).
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16 MUTE The internal effects are muted by pressing the MUTE button. The PEAK LED indicator LED will light up continuously. Press the button again to unmute the effects and the PEAK LED will extinguish. 17 PEAK LED The PEAK LED lights up if the input of the internal effect is overloaded (reduce DFX effect send level on channels 1 to 3), or if the internal effects processor is muted (MUTE). 18 HIGH High-frequency equalizer (12 kHz) for the sum channel. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase high frequencies. The equalizer is inactive in the centre detent position.
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19 MID
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Mid-frequency equalizer (2.5 kHz) for the sum channel. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase mid-frequencies. The equalizer is inactive in the centre detent position. 20 LOW Low-frequency equalizer (80 Hz) for the sum channel. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase bass frequencies. The equalizer is inactive in the centre detent position. 21 MAIN LEVEL
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Volume control for the sum channel (master volume). Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase volume. 22 BAL Balance control for the sum channel. If the MIX 10 G3 passive speaker is used as a stereo extension, the balance slider adjusts the volume balance between the left and right summed signals (left = Internal speaker, right = external speaker). 23 STEREO/MONO
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If the MIX 10 G3 passive speaker is used as a stereo extension, select the STEREO switch position. If the sum channel is receiving a stereo signal, the speaker system can now be used as a fully-fledged stereo PA system. If an external speaker is not being used as a stereo extension, select the MONO switch position. In this case, any stereo signal will be summed into mono. 24 SPEAKER OUT speakON-compatible speaker output for connecting the MIX 10 G3 passive speaker (minimum impedance 4 Ohms).
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25 POWER LED The power LED lights up when the device is properly connected to the mains and switched on. 26 MAIN LEVEL METER 2 x 4-segment level meter for the sum channel. If the red LED lights up, the device is being operated at its peak level. Momentary illumination due to level peaks is not critical, however permanent illumination should be avoided by reducing the volume. 27 MONITOR OUT
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Balanced line-out via 3-pin XLR jack. Connection option for an active speaker. The signal corresponds to the sum signal and is routed before the volume control of the sum channel (MAIN level) so it can be set independently. 28 MONITOR LEVEL Volume control for the monitor channel. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase volume. 29 SUB OUT
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Balanced line-out via 3-pin XLR jack. Connection option for an active subwoofer. The signal corresponds to the sum signal and is routed after the volume control of the sum channel (MAIN level) so it is dependent upon the main volume level. 30 SUB LEVEL Volume control for the subwoofer output. Turn anti-clockwise to reduce and clockwise to increase volume. 31 FOOTSWITCH 6.3 mm jack socket to connect a footswitch (normal open contact, not supplied). Pressing the foot switch will mute the internal effects (DFX MUTE). The PEAK LED will light up continuously. Pressing it again unmutes the effects and the PEAK LED will go out.
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32 AC INPUT
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IEC mains socket with built-in fuse holder. The power supply operating voltage is switched automatically to match mains voltage. (100–120 V AC or 220–240 V AC). A suitable power cable is included. IMPORTANT: Replace the fuse only with one of the correct value for your mains voltage (see label)! In the event of repeated fuse failure, please contact an authorised service centre. 33 POWER ON/OFF On–off switch for power supply to the device.
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CONNECTION MIX 10 G3



ESPAÑOL POLSKI ITALIANO INPUT The speakON-compatible input socket is located on the rear of the MIX 10 G3 passive speaker.
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STAND FLANGE
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The MIX 10 A G3 and MIX 10 G3 speakers feature stand inserts for 0° (rear) and 5° tilt angles (front). Application examples: Use the stand insert with 0° tilt angle for a standing audience and the 5° tilt angle for a seated audience.
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USE AS A STAGE MONITOR
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Thanks to their universal housing, the MIX 10 A G3 and MIX 10 G3 speakers can be used as fully-fledged stage monitors. Non-slip rubber feet ensure stability. The monitor angle is 50°.



OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES PROTECTIVE COVER MIX 10 A G3 and MIX 10 G3 LDMIX102G3PC
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WIRING EXAMPLE
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LDMIX102G3 Keyboard
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Guitar



Microphone



LDESUB15AG3



LDEB102AG3
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active



Woofer size:



10“



Woofer size:



254 mm



Woofer magnet:



Ferrite



Woofer brand:



custom-manufactured



Woofer voice coil:



2“



Woofer voice coil:



50.8 mm



Tweeter size:



1“



Tweeter size:



25.4 mm



Tweeter magnet:



Ferrite



Tweeter brand:



Celestion



Tweeter voice coil:



1“



Tweeter voice coil:



25.4 mm



Dispersion angle (H x V):



80° x 70°



Frequency response:



65 Hz–20,000 Hz



Amplifier:



Class D



Amplifier power (RMS):



2 x 200 W



Amplifier power (peak):



2 x 400 W



Max. SPL:



124 dB



Protective circuitry:



limiter, short circuit, voltage surge protection, overload, overheating
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PA speaker with built-in mixer and Bluetooth



Type:
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LDMIX102AG3



Product type:
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Model number:
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TECHNICAL DATA
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Microphone input channels:



3 (switchable 48V phantom power)



Microphone input connections:



XLR/6.3 mm jack (combo)



Microphone input channel controls:



EQ High, EQ Low, DFX send, Level, Hi-Z switch (channel 1 only, 1 MOhm), +10 dB switch



Line input channels:



2



Line input channel connections:



1 x 3.5 mm stereo jack 2 x XLR/6.3 mm jack (combo)



Line input channel controls:



Level



Monitor line-outs:



1



Monitor line-out connection:



3-pin male XLR (balanced)



Monitor line-out controls:



Monitor level



Monitor line-out max output:



17 dBu



Subwoofer line-outs:



1



Subwoofer line-out connection:



3-pin male XLR (balanced)



Subwoofer line-out controls:



Sub level



Subwoofer line-out max output:



17 dBu



Speaker output:



1



Speaker output connection:



speakON-compatible connection (200 W RMS, min. impedance 4 Ohms)
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Channels:
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Mixer



DSP digital effects processor DSP number of programmes:



16



DSP controls:



presets, DFX return, mute switch



DSP display elements:



Peak LED



Footswitch connection (DFX Mute):



1



Footswitch connection type:



6.3 mm jack



Footswitch type:



normal open contact (pnp)
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Main section
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Main section controls:



EQ low, EQ mid, EQ high, main level, phantom power, power switch, balance, mono/stereo



Phantom power:



48 V switchable



Main section display elements:



2 x 4-segment LED level meters, power LED, Bluetooth LED



Mains connection:



IEC mains socket



Power supply:



SMPS



Operating voltage:



100–120 V AC/220–240V AC, 50-60Hz (automatic selection)



Fuse:



Operating voltage 100–120 V AC: T8AL/250 V (5 x 20 mm) operating voltage 220–240 V AC: T4AL/250 V (5 x 20 mm)



Power consumption (max.):



500 W



Ambient temperature (in operation):



0–40°C



Relative air humidity:
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OPCION 1 - INGRESO PRESUNTA SITUACION DE RIESGO. â€¢ Para ingresar en la Base Ãšnica de Presuntas Situaciones de Riesgo
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Manual de Usuario Manual de Usuario Representante 

“Año de Homenaje al Almirante. Guillermo Brown, en el Bicentenario del Combate Naval de Montevideo”. Manual de Usuario.
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Interruptor de control del motor . ... Control del acelerador . ...... quemado ya que puede dañar el sistema y circuito
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de carga ni ninguna otra pieza si están dañados, ... Al apagar la afeitadora, el piloto de carga sigue ... utilizar ench
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comida que vaya a preparar al grill en el estante del horno deluxe. .... un toque crujiente a la base de la pizza o quic
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The warning triangle with lightning symbol indicates dangerous uninsulated voltage inside the unit, which may cause an electrical shock. The warning triangle ...Es fehlt:
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El freno delantero se acciona con la palanca ubicada en el manillar derecho. Freno Trasero. El freno trasero se acciona
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We have designed this product to operate reliably over many years. Please read this User's ...... TESTA MOBILE A LED AURO SPOT. CLAS100 ...... Business users should contact their supplier and check the terms and conditions of the ...
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wall mount LDEBG3SCP: Hook for truss mounting. LDSAT122G2WMB: ... R&TTE (1999/5/EC) or RED (2014/53/EU) from June 2017. Low voltage directive ...
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Page 34 ...... Capsule ad accoppiamento meccanico ... LDU5xxBPH2: Ricevitore doppio con 2 trasmettitori tascabili e microfono ad archetto (nero), alimentatore, ...
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-Lea detenidamente la siguiente información antes de utilizar esta cámara. -Consulte las instrucciones de este manual pa
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La section Master de la VIBZ 6 possÃ¨de des sorties Monitor de niveau rÃ©glable, une sortie casque et un multieffet numÃ©rique Ã  16 presets, avec ...... fonicznych wyjÅ›Ä‡ Main (gÅ‚Ã³wnych):. 20 dBV. 20 dBV. Stereofoniczne wyjÅ›cia Control Room: 1. 
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Toll Free Telephone 800-223-3900. Nombre del artefacto. Número de serie del ...... ArtNo.102-0011 - Pressure test point.
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1. Micrófono. 2. Pantalla LCD. 3. Botón abajo. 4. Botón arriba/WIFI. 5. Botón encendido/modo. 6. Botón de disparo/ selec
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Toque aquí para acceder al teclado de números, símbolos o emoji. Toque para seleccionar emoji. Toque para introducir tex
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Please read this User's Manual carefully, so that you can begin making .... cool-down period of at least 10 minutes before handling or transporting the device.
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Lea atentamente este manual de usuario para poder aprovechar rÃ¡pidamente toda la ... Never remove safety warnings or other information from the equipment.
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No coloque sobre el equipo fuentes de llamas sin protecciÃ³n, por ejemplo, velas .... Pantalla grÃ¡fica OLED multifuncional en la que se muestra informaciÃ³n ...
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32 Mb de memoria RAM. • Lector de CD-ROM. Si su sistema cumple con las características anteriores SEDCEP podrá instalars
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Internet, la aplicación Google Play Music permite almacenar y escuchar música sin conexión. Las canciones adquiridas a t
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[PDF]Manual de Usuario - Ferozos3.amazonaws.com/agrobikes.com.ar/attachments/.../manual-usuario-skua-200.pdfEn cachéEste
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11. Do not use this equipment in the immediate vicinity of water (does not apply to special outdoor equipment - in this
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igual a M5. Esto permitirá al usuario del aparato ... ATIS (Alliance for. Telecommunications Industries Solutions; Alian
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placa de electrodo negativo. Fig. ... recordar el modo de corriente de carga después de un corte de energía, .... en la
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